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Art transforms to an epic puzzle adventure with Gaias Quest for iPad
Published on 08/01/12
Sydney based Dinoroar Interactive today announces the recent release of Gaias Quest for
the iPad. The game seamlessly blends together eloquently detailed color-filled drawings
and thought provoking problem-solving challenges together with an epic narrative to bring
mobile gamers some of the most unique puzzle challenges available on iOS. The game
features stunning original hand-drawn artwork, turning each piece into a mentally engaging
interactive puzzle experience.
Sydney, Australia - Dinoroar Interactive, a burgeoning mobile applications developer, is
excited today to announce the recent launch of Gaias Quest onto the App Store. Created
specifically for use on the iPad, Gaias Quest is visually arresting new puzzle gaming
experience that quite literally brings art alive! The game seamlessly blends together
eloquently detailed color-filled drawings and thought provoking problem-solving challenges
together with an epic narrative to bring mobile gamers some of the most unique puzzle
challenges available on iOS. Transforming vibrant art into a memorable, family friendly,
yet mentally engaging interactive puzzle experience, Gaias Quest is currently available
for download on the App Store for $0.99 in the iPad Games category.
Helping the peace loving goddess Gaia find 16 different gems hidden throughout the world
eons ago, players in Gaias Quest are charged with solving 16 unique mysteries camouflaged
w
up to gamers to figure out which pieces of each drawing can and should be moved to help
their various needy subjects, flex their mercy muscles, and unlock a new gem! Be careful
though, while problems might start off easy to solve each new stage will bring players up
against ever more difficult puzzles with more objects to move and more moves to make
overall!
Gaias Quest is built off of art and boasts completely original interactive artwork on each
of its levels, each stage presented in vivid iPad optimized HD slender. A family friendly
game, players will find light hearted lessons rooted in goodwill throughout each stage,
while the puzzles intuitive gesture based controls ensure that Gaias Quest is easy enough
f
in-depth tutorial and get an extra boost on any stage through on-demand game hints too!
Gaias Quest was created in association with the New South Wales Department of Trade &
investment, Regional Infrastructure & Services, as well as the Screen NSW Interactive
M
her missing gems and regain her worldly powers? Find out today with Gaias Quest for iPad.
Dinoroar Interactive:
http://www.dinoroar.com/
Gaias Quest 1.0:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/gaias-quest/id542912439
Screenshot:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/081/Purple/v4/ff/de/95/ffde95e6-5180-4e5d-823d-9ceb1959b4a
8/mzl.ngnhgacg.480x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/116/Purple/v4/c4/b2/27/c4b227e6-c05e-8913-e908-0c06a13af9
9f/mzl.adyigckb.175x175-75.jpg

Dinoroar was founded in 2010 by awesome super geeks who love technology and playing
games.
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The company develops mobile and online games, online games for the super-geeks, ubernerds
and tech-heads of the world. (C) Dinoroar Interactive 2012. All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries.
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